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	Preacher: Kent Anderson
	Text: Eccles. 11:1-6
	Mission: I've been working at the seminary for 22 years and in that time we have thrown a lot of bread upon the waters - partnerships and products, and not all of them have paid off. But some of them have (Columbia, CBTE), and those are worth every moment of failure and faithfulness.

I wouldn't mind a little less mystery in this - why would God not be more direct in showing us where our efforts might be most effective? It seems wasteful, to just keep throwing bread at the water. Even Jesus said we shouldn't feed our pearls to swine. 

But read the next verse in Matthew 7:7 - ask, seek, knock, and it will be given to you. Persist in the mystery in the confidence that our God does not give stones when he has promised bread.

I don't know what God has asked of you - perhaps to stay faithful to a difficult relationship - to share truth with someone determined to reject it - to take a risk that seems beyond your personal capacity... 

The thing is, it might not work out. Lots of things I've thought that God had asked of me have not turned out the way I expected. God never promised that it would. That doesn't mean that I should stop. Sometimes all God wants from me is faithfulness - to persist in the mystery. He will do his thing in his time for his purposes even if it feels we're failing. 
	Gospel: One thing we do know is that the world turns, which means that a lot of these things are cyclical. Take our Canucks, for example. These days the team is in a rebuild. The fans are calling for the team to get rid of their old players and invest in as many draft picks as possible, in the hopes that some of these young ones pay off. It's a reasonable strategy, not unlike families in poverty, who have as many children as they can in the hopes that one of them might break through and bring prosperity to the larger family. 

But we are children of the gospel and so we add another layer. We live, move and breath by the grace of God. We do not prosper solely because we have been wise, or have been lucky but because we have a God who has been gracious.

The Bible teaches both God's sovereignty and our responsibility - an antinomy resolved only in God's grace. We are neither determinists nor materialists. This mystery is not something we resist or resolve, but something we rejoice. We persist in the mystery and take joy in God’s grace.
	Theme: Our calling is to be faithful - to persist in the mystery. This text itself is mysterious, though it does offer a few key thoughts.

1. The world will work consistently. It is going to do its thing. The earth will turn and we will be subject to circumstances. 
The clouds are going to empty, a tree is going to fall (v3) and we will have to attend to such things. The world God created is in motion, subject to action, change, and determination, both natural and divine. Deal with it.

2. God will work mysteriously. You're not going to understand the work of God (v5). He is the "maker of all things." All things are subject to his sovereignty which ought to be enough for us to obey. I can argue, but its not going to change anything. God has a plan and his ways are higher than ours (Is.55).

3. And we will work persistently. So your seed in the morning (v6) cast your bread upon the waters (v1). Invest your capital, don't bury it (Matt 25). It's easy to become stymied, to hold back in fear that something bad might happen (v4), but God calls us to steward and not to hoard. Diversify your investments and ventures, seven times, eight... (v2). We don't know what God has in mind, so be faithful, diversify, be persistent. 

Persist in the mystery and see what God will do in his time.
	Story: There are a lot of things I don't understand in life - why the sky is blue - why referees won't call penalties in the third period - how a sexual act could produce a human soul - and though I have spent a lifetime studying theology, the mind and way of God remains a mystery to me.

You would think that we would have a better understanding of our own formation. Even my own conception in my mother’s womb, in the image of a God. How it is that my own children were known in the mind of God, before I even felt the urge to know my wife, remains a mystery to me.

The truth is, I don't need to know everything - certainly about the God who transcends space and time. I'm never going to be fully aware of the consequence of my actions and investments. But this lack of understanding has not hindered me from living life. I get up every day and do my job, invest my money, love my wife - I cast my bread upon the waters, and then some day it comes back to me with interest, as it did with the birth of my dear children.
	Big Idea: Persist in the mystery.
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